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Abstract

Digital processing of a nucleotide sequence requires it to be mapped to a numerical sequence in which the
choice of nucleotide to numeric mapping affects how well its biological properties can be preserved and reflected
from nucleotide domain to numerical domain. Digital spectral analysis of nucleotide sequences unfolds a period-3
power spectral value which is more prominent in an exon sequence as compared to that of an intron sequence.
The success of a period-3 based exon and intron classification depends on the choice of a threshold value. The
main purposes of this article are to introduce novel codes for 1-sequence numerical representations for spectral
analysis and compare them to existing codes to determine appropriate representation, and to introduce novel
thresholding methods for more accurate period-3 based exon and intron classification of an unknown sequence.
The main findings of this study are summarized as follows: Among sixteen 1-sequence numerical representations,
the K-Quaternary Code I offers an attractive performance. A windowed 1-sequence numerical representation (with
window length of 9, 15, and 24 bases) offers a possible speed gain over non-windowed 4-sequence Voss
representation which increases as sequence length increases. A winner threshold value (chosen from the best
among two defined threshold values and one other threshold value) offers a top precision for classifying an
unknown sequence of specified fixed lengths. An interpolated winner threshold value applicable to an unknown
and arbitrary length sequence can be estimated from the winner threshold values of fixed length sequences with
a comparable performance. In general, precision increases as sequence length increases. The study contributes an
effective spectral analysis of nucleotide sequences to better reveal embedded properties, and has potential
applications in improved genome annotation.

Keywords: DNA sequence, numerical representation, nucleotide to numeric mapping, exon and intron sequences,
coding and non-coding sequences, threshold value, thresholding, exon and intron classification, period-3, spectral
analysis, discrete Fourier transform, gene detection, genome annotation

1. Introduction
It is known that the coding regions of a nucleotide
sequence exhibit a period-3 spectral property because of
the presence of codon structure [1], and this property
can be used to identify regions of interest. A nucleotide
sequence is a discrete sequence consisting of nucleotides
C, G, A, and T in which digital spectral analysis can be
used to reveal its hidden periodicities, spectral features,
and genome structure. Digital spectral analysis is usually
carried out by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
which is a digital signal processing (DSP) technique.

Genomic signal processing (GSP) involves the proces-
sing and analysis of a digital signal in the form of a
numerical sequence mapped from a nucleotide sequence
[1,2]. A general description on the biological aspects of
this article can be found in [1,2]. To perform digital
spectral analysis, each nucleotide of a nucleotide
sequence has to be converted to a numerical value
through a mapping. Such a mapping is called numerical
representation and its choice affects how well the biolo-
gical properties of a nucleotide sequence can be revealed
in numerical domain. A nucleotide sequence can be
numerically represented in the form of R-sequence, a
survey on mappings with R ≥ 1 is given in [3,4]. 1-
sequence numerical representation (with R = 1) is the
most compact form of mapping in which one nucleotide
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is mapped to one fixed numerical value to form a single
sequence. 1-sequence numerical representations and
their relative performances are studied in this article for
unknown exon and intron sequence classification with
an improved accuracy.
In this article, nine 1-sequence numerical representa-

tions (Codes 1-9) [5-16] are identified though a litera-
ture search, which can be grouped under positive-
integer-value, real-value, and complex-value numerical
representations. In addition, seven 1-sequence complex-
value numerical representations (Codes 10-16) are
derived. In this article, all these sixteen numerical repre-
sentations and the Voss representation [17] are com-
pared based on the genomes of twelve organisms
(including the human).
Genome annotation involves a process of identifying

the locations of the coding regions (and associated
genes) in a genome. Coding regions exhibit the period-3
property in the spectral domain which is less apparent
in sequences other than exon sequences, and can there-
fore be used to detect exon sequences and to distinguish
exon regions from intron regions in genomic sequences.
The performance depends on an appropriate choice of a
period-3 threshold value to classify between an exon
sequence and an intron sequence. In [17,18], the cumu-
lative distributions of coding and non-coding sequences
are used to determine a period-3 threshold value. In this
article, two threshold value determination methods are
defined. Given a set of exon and intron sequences of a
fixed length, all the three thresholding values are used
to determine the winner threshold value applicable to
any nucleotide sequence of the same length. Also, given
a number of exon and intron sequence sets of different
lengths, the winner threshold values can be interpolated
to yield an interpolated winner threshold value applic-
able to an unknown nucleotide sequence of an arbitrary
length. Some commonly used symbols (or abbreviations)
are explained in Table 1.

2. Methods and results
2.1. Numerical representation
There are a number of numerical representations for
nucleotide sequences. In this article, we shall focus on
direct and simple numerical representations which
satisfy the following requirements: (a) Single sequence
mapping for a nucleotide sequence; (b) Fixed value
mapping for each nucleotide; and (c) Accessible to digi-
tal signal processing analysis. Sixteen 1-sequence
numerical representations (Codes 1-16) which satisfy
these three requirements are defined in Table 2.
It is known that exons are rich in nucleotides C and G

and introns are rich in nucleotides A and T [8,19]. For
ease of viewing, C-G and A-T are paired when defining
each of the sixteen numerical representations. The first

group of numerical representations consists of five posi-
tive-integer-value numerical representations (as Codes
1-5 in Table 2) which shall be described as follows: The
Integer Number representation [5,6] is obtained by map-
ping numerals {1, 3, 2, 0} respectively to the four
nucleotides as C = 1, G = 3, A = 2, and T = 0. The Sin-
gle Galois Indicator representation [7,8] maps the
CGAT nucleotides to a Galois field of four, GF(4),
which is formed by assigning numerical values to the
nucleotides as C = 1, G = 3, A = 0, and T = 2 in a
nucleotide sequence. This representation suggests that C
< G and A < T. In the Paired Nucleotide Atomic Num-
ber representation [9], the paired nucleotides are
assigned with atomic numbers as A, G = 62 and C, T =
42 respectively. In the Atomic Number representation
[9], a numerical sequence is formed by assigning atomic
numbers to each nucleotide as C = 58, G = 78, A = 70,
and T = 66 in a nucleotide sequence. The Molecular
Mass representation [10] of a nucleotide sequence is
formed by mapping the four nucleotides to their mole-
cular masses as C = 110, G = 150, A = 134, and T =
125, respectively.
The second group of numerical representations con-

sists of three real-value numerical representations (as
Codes 6-8 in Table 2) which can be described as: The
Electron-Ion Interaction Pseudo-potential (EIIP) repre-
sents the distribution of the free electrons energies
along a nucleotide sequence. In the EIIP representation,
a single EIIP indicator sequence [11,12] is formed by
substituting the EIIP of the nucleotides as C = 0.1340, G
= 0.0806, A = 0.1260, and T = 0.1335 in a nucleotide
sequence. In the Paired Numeric representation [6,8],
nucleotides (C-G, A-T) are to be paired in a comple-
mentary manner and values of -1 and +1 are to be used
to denote, respectively, C-G and A-T nucleotide pairs.
In the Real Number representation [6,8,13], the nucleo-
tide mappings are C = 0.5, G = -0.5, A = -1.5, and T =
1.5, which bears complementary property. The third
group consists of one complex-value numerical repre-
sentation (as Code 9 in Table 2) called the Complex
Number representation [2,5,6,8,14-16], it reflects the
complementary nature of C-G and A-T pairs by map-
ping nucleotides as C = -1-j, G = -1+j, A = 1+j, and T =
1-j.
In addition to the above nine 1-sequence numerical

representations, seven 1-sequence numerical representa-
tions (listed as Codes 10-16 in Table 2) are derived in
which each nucleotide of a sequence is mapped to either
a single real-value element (± 1) or a single imaginary-
value element (± j). Each of the Codes 10-16, namely,
the K-Twin-Pair Code, the K-Bipolar-Pair Codes I and
II, and the K-Quaternary Codes I-IV has its equivalent
numerical representations. We define a numerical repre-
sentation R2 to be an equivalent numerical
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representation of R1 if R2 gives rise to the same power
spectrum as that of R1. An equivalent numerical repre-
sentation can be obtained by multiplying the numerical
represented value of each of the four bases [C, G, A, T]
of a nucleotide sequence by the same constant which
includes any of -1, and ± j. In particular, a complemen-
tary numerical representation obtained by inverting the
signs of all the four bases [C, G, A, T] in a numerical
representation is an equivalent numerical representation.
Other forms of equivalent numerical representation
exist, for example, the K-Twin-Pair Code [C, G, A, T] =
[-1, -1, j, j] has an equivalent form [C, G, A, T] = [-j, -j,

1, 1]. The K-Quaternary Code III (Code 15) [C, G, A, T]
= [-j, -1, 1, j] is identical to the pentanary code in [20]
(with [20] specifies that x[n] = 0 for an unknown
nucleotide at position n) which was derived for the
three-dimensional DNA walk for graphical representa-
tion of nucleotide sequences. The K-Bipolar-Pair Code
II (Code 12) [C, G, A, T] = [-1, 1, -j, j] has an equivalent
numerical representation of [C,G,A,T] = [-j, j, 1, -1]
adopted in [21]. The K-Quaternary Code IV (Code 16)
[C, G, A, T] = [-j, -1, j, 1] has a complementary numeri-
cal representation of [C, G, A, T] = [j, 1, -j, -1] men-
tioned in [22]. In [23], complex numerical
representations with simultaneous non-zero real part
and non-zero imaginary part were adopted which are
different from those of the Codes 10-16 in which either
a real value or an imaginary value is used for each
nucleotide to numeric mapping. It should be noted that
the numerical representations in [21-23] were formu-
lated for sequence alignment but not for period-3 power
spectral analysis.
The Voss representation (i.e., the Code 17) is a com-

monly used numerical representation for period-3 spec-
tral classification of exon and intron sequences
[1,2,17,24,25]. The Voss representation is a 4-sequence
representation (R = 4) in which each of the four nucleo-
tides of a nucleotide sequence is represented by a sepa-
rate numerical sequence (as C-sequence, G-sequence,
A-sequence, and T-sequence) such that the nth position
of the C-sequence is coded by 1 if the nth nucleotide of
the sequence is C, otherwise it is coded by 0. In a simi-
lar manner, the coding procedure just described applies
to the remaining three numerical sequences. A thresh-
old value can be determined from the cumulative

Table 1 List of symbols

Symbol Description Symbol Description

C Cytosine G Guanine

A Adenine T Thymine

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid OG Organism

DSP Digital signal processing GSP Genomic signal processing

DFT Discrete Fourier transform FFT Fast Fourier transform

SL Sequence length (bases) WL Window length (bases)

WRS Window right-shift (bases) NW Number of windows

CDP3 Cumulative distribution period-3 CCDP3 Complementary CDP3

PSV Power spectral value P3 Period-3 power spectral value

Tm Mid threshold value Tp Proportional threshold value

Tc Cumulative distribution threshold value T4 Fixed threshold value (= 4.0)

Tw Winner threshold value Ti Interpolated winner threshold value

meanP3e Mean of the period-3 values obtained from specified exon sequences

sdP3e Standard deviation of the period-3 values obtained from specified exon sequences

meanP3i Mean of the period-3 values obtained from specified intron sequences

sdP3i Standard deviation of the period-3 values obtained from specified intron sequences

Note: Tm(P3), Tp(P3), Tc(P3), Tw(P3), Ti(P3) are threshold values computed from P3.

Table 2 List of sixteen numerical representation codes

Name Code

C G A T

1 Integer Number 1 3 2 0

2 Single Galois Indicator 1 3 0 2

3 Paired Nucleotide Atomic Number 42 62 62 42

4 Atomic Number 58 78 70 66

5 Molecular Mass 110 150 134 125

6 EIIP 0.1340 0.0806 0.1260 0.1335

7 Paired Numeric -1 -1 1 1

8 Real Number 0.5 -0.5 -1.5 1.5

9 Complex Number -1-j -1+j 1+j 1-j

10 K-Twin-Pair Code -1 -1 j j

11 K-Bipolar-Pair Code I -1 1 j -j

12 K-Bipolar-Pair Code II -1 1 -j j

13 K-Quaternary Code I -1 -j 1 j

14 K-Quaternary Code II -1 -j j 1

15 K-Quaternary Code III -j -1 1 j

16 K-Quaternary Code IV -j -1 j 1
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distributions of the signal-to-noise ratio of the peak at f
= 1/3 for each set of exon and intron sequences [17].
Using the Voss representation, two known threshold
values (Tc, T4) are adopted for comparison in this arti-
cle. The Tc thresholding is determined from the exon
and intron cumulative distribution functions [17] and
the T4 thresholding is set to a fixed value four [17]. The
Codes 1-16 are to be compared to the Voss representa-
tion (Code 17) in Section 2.4.

2.2. Spectral analysis
The purpose of the spectral analysis of a numerically
represented nucleotide sequence is to compute its per-
iod-3 spectral component located at a frequency equal
to 2π/3 in the DFT spectrum. Given a numerical
sequence, x[l] for l = 1 to L, its finite-length DFT
sequence, X[k] for k = 1 to L, and its inverse DFT, x[l]
for l = 1 to L, are defined by

X[k] =
1√
L

L∑

l=1

x[l]W(k−1)(l−1)
L for 1 ≤ k ≤ L (1)

x[l] =
1√
L

L∑

k=1

X[k]W−(k−1)(l−1)
L for 1 ≤ l ≤ L (2)

WL = e

−j2π

L
(3)

In this article, a rectangular windowing of length N
bases is used and each consecutive window is right-
shifted by three bases with an overlap window length of
N-6 bases between two adjacent windows. The rectan-
gular windowing is adopted to avoid distortion on the
cumulative DFT spectrum. We define the mean cumula-
tive DFT spectrum, XT[k], of all the windowed
sequences, Xm[k] for m = 1 to M, as

XT[k] =
1
M

M∑

m=1

Xm[k] for 1 ≤ k ≤ N (4)

The power spectrum S[k] is obtained from Equation 4 as

S[k] =
∣∣XT[k]

∣∣2 for 1 ≤ k ≤ N (5)

From Equation 5, we define the normalized power
spectrum Sn[k] of a numerically represented nucleotide
sequence of length L as

Sn[k] =
L

N
S[k] for 1 ≤ k ≤ N (6)

The period-3 power spectral value (or period-3 value)
P3 can be obtained from the normalized power

spectrum of a numerically represented sequence at k =
N/3+1 as

P3 = Sn[
N
3

+ 1] (7)

In all computer simulations, for a window length of
WL equals to a sequence length of SL, one complete
DFT analysis is adopted. For WL less than SL, each con-
secutive window is right-shifted by three bases with an
overlap window length of “WL-6” bases between two
adjacent windows. The period-3 values P3 computed by
Equation 7 for 4583 exon sequences and that for 4583
intron sequences (both of sequence length 1250 bases,
window length 24 bases, and window right-shift 3 bases)
obtained by the K-Quaternary Code I are plotted in Fig-
ures 1 and 2. From these figures, it can be observed that
the period-3 values of exon sequences are higher than
those of the intron sequences. This is an important
property which will be used to classify exon sequences
from intron sequences.
The log10 power spectrum Sn[k] for 1 ≤ k ≤ N of an

exon sequence and that of an intron sequence (both of
sequence length 1250 bases, window length 24 bases,
and window right-shift 3 bases) obtained by the K-Qua-
ternary Code I are plotted in Figures 3 and 4. As shown
in Figure 3 (or Figure 4), the exon (or intron) period-3
value at 2π/3 defined by Equation 7 has in fact been
able to reveal a prominent power spectral value; also,
the exon period-3 value is higher than the intron per-
iod-3 value. The DC power spectral value is usually the
highest. Besides period-3 and DC power spectral value,
power spectral values of other periodicities are clearly
shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 1 Period-3 power spectral values of 4583 exon
sequences using K-Quaternary Code I. SL = 1250 bases, WL = 24
bases, and WRS = 3 bases.
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2.3. Winner threshold value
In this section, the statistics of the period-3 values com-
puted from a training set of exon sequences and intron
sequences are used to define the threshold values of two
novel thresholding methods to classify an untrained
sequence to be either an exon sequence or an intron
sequence. As explained in Table 1, meanP3e and sdP3e
represent, respectively, the mean and standard deviation
of the period-3 values obtained from the exon sequences
of a training set; and meanP3i and sdP3i represent,
respectively, the mean and standard deviation of the
period-3 values obtained from the intron sequences of
the same training set. We define two threshold values

called the mid threshold value, Tm, and the proportional
threshold value, Tp, as

Tm =
(meanP3i + meanP3e) + (stdP3i − stdP3e)

2
(8)

Tp =
sdP3e × meanP3i + sdP3i × meanP3e

sdP3e + sdP3i
(9)

In both definitions, the exon cluster is centred at
meanP3e and the intron cluster is centred at meanP3i. In
Equation 8, the mid threshold value is determined by
the mid-point between the exon cluster and the intron
cluster, whereas in Equation 9, the proportional thresh-
old value is determined in proportion to the standard
deviations of the two clusters.
Besides the above two methods for determining a

threshold value, the cross-over point of the cumulative
distribution of all the exon period-3 values, F(P3e), and
the complementary cumulative distribution of all the
intron period-3 values, Fc(P3i), of a set of exon and
intron training sequences can be used to determine a
threshold value. We define such a cumulative distribu-
tion threshold value, Tc, as

Tc = Period - 3 value at minimum
∣∣F(P3e) − Fc(P3i)

∣∣ (10)

Figure 5 shows a plot of F(P3e) and Fc(P3i) versus cor-
responding exon/intron period-3 power spectral value.
Each of the three threshold values Tm, Tp, and Tc can
be used to classify an unknown nucleotide sequence.
For illustration, let Tt be any of Tm, Tp, and Tc, if an
unknown nucleotide sequence has a computed period-3
power spectral value greater than or equal Tt, the

Figure 2 Period-3 power spectral values of 4583 intron
sequences using K-Quaternary Code I. SL = 1250 bases, WL = 24
bases, and WRS = 3 bases.

Figure 3 Log10(Exon power spectrum) S[k] for k = 1 to 24 of
exon sequence # 4583 using K-Quaternary Code I. SL = 1250
bases, WL = 24 bases, and WRS = 3 bases.

Figure 4 Log10(Intron power spectrum) S[k] for k = 1 to 24 of
intron sequence # 4583 using K-Quaternary Code I. SL = 1250
bases, WL = 24 bases, and WRS = 3 bases.
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unknown nucleotide sequence is classified as an exon
sequence; otherwise it is classified as an intron
sequence.
The performance is measured objectively in terms of

the exon classification (%) which is the percentage of
correct classification of exon sequences, the intron clas-
sification (%) which is the percentage of correct classifi-
cation of intron sequences, and the precision (%). These
three terms are defined in Equations 11-13 as

exon classification =
number of correct exon classification

exon number
× 100% (11)

intron classification =
number of correct intron classification

intron number
× 100% (12)

precision =
number of correct exon classification + number of correct intron classification

exon number + intron number
×100% (13)

We define a winner threshold value, Tw, as the thresh-
old value chosen among Tm, Tp, and Tc that yields the
top classification (or the highest precision).

2.4. Classification and speed performances of codes 1-17
In this article, all the exon and intron sequences of the
human and eleven model organisms were downloaded
from the UCSC Genomes [26-29] as inputs to be pro-
cessed by Matlab programs.
2.4.1. Classification performance of short sequences
The short sequence group I listed in Table 3 down-
loaded from the UCSC Human genome [26-29] consists
of the thirteen short sequence sets ranging from 50
bases to 650 bases (at intervals of 50 bases) as [50, 100,
150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650].
For each of the thirteen short sequence sets, the training

sequence numbers are 1 to 10005 and the testing
sequence numbers are 10006 to 13340 with a train/test
ratio of three for both exon and intron sequences within
a set. Each of the thirteen sequence sets is trained and
tested using a combination of sixteen numerical repre-
sentations, four window lengths, and four threshold
values (Tm, Tp, Tc, and T4). Figures 6(a-b) and 7 (a-c)
plots the top classifications obtained using each of the
thirteen untrained sub-sets of 3335 exon sequences and
3335 intron sequences of the short sequence group I.
Figure 6 (a, top) displays a total of 13 × 4 precision
values obtained using the thirteen sequence sets in thir-
teen combined columns with each combined column
consists of four sub-columns of precision values. Each
of the four sub-column precision values shown in Figure
6 (a, top) corresponds to a top classification with its
code index, window length index, threshold index, and
threshold value displayed, respectively, in Figures 6 (b,
bottom) and Figure 7 (a-c). In each of the five sub-plots
in Figures 6 (a-b) and 7 (a-c), the first sub-column cor-
responds to the top classification obtained by the top

Figure 5 Cumulative distribution threshold value (Tc) =
3.881141 at cross-over point of exon CDP3 PSV (red) and
intron CCDP3 PSV (blue) using K-Quaternary Code I. Exon/intron
sequence number = 3437, SL = 1250 bases, WL = 24 bases, and
WRS = 3 bases.

Table 3 UCSC Human genome consisting of 2 short
sequence groups.

Short sequence group I Short sequence group II

SL Type Number SL Type Number

50 Exon 542910 90 Exon 4705

Intron 653640 Intron 1495

100 Exon 379835 120 Exon 4582

Intron 621266 Intron 723

150 Exon 195133 180 Exon 2355

Intron 588070 Intron 427

200 Exon 90211 210 Exon 1188

Intron 567031 Intron 436

250 Exon 51626 270 Exon 612

Intron 548406 Intron 271

300 Exon 35685 330 Exon 147

Intron 532489 Intron 322

350 Exon 28497 390 Exon 122

Intron 519074 Intron 242

400 Exon 24007 420 Exon 126

Intron 506839 Intron 240

450 Exon 20957 480 Exon 65

Intron 495007 Intron 263

500 Exon 18492 510 Exon 54

Intron 483412 Intron 272

550 Exon 16605 570 Exon 75

Intron 472689 Intron 214

600 Exon 14822 630 Exon 25

Intron 462572 Intron 189

650 Exon 13340

Intron 452529

Clade: Mammal. Genome: Human. Assembly: Feb. 2009 (GRCh37/hg19). Group:
Genes and Gene Prediction Tracks. Track: UCSC Genes. Table: knownGene.
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performer among the Codes 1 to 16, the second sub-
column corresponds to the top classification obtained
by the Code 10, the third sub-column corresponds to
the top classification obtained by the Code 13, and the
fourth sub-column corresponds to the top classification
obtained by the Code 17. The Codes 10 and 13 are
found to be among the top performers and therefore
they are displayed in two separate sub-columns. As the
Codes 1-16 are to be compared to the Code 17
(described in Section 2.1), therefore the Code 17 is also
displayed as one sub-column.

The classification performance shown in Figures 6(a-
b) and 7 (a-c) and summarized in Table 4 indicate that
for the thirteen short sequence sets: (a) The top perfor-
mer for 8 of these thirteen sequence sets is the Code 13,
followed by the Code 17 as the top performer for the
remaining 5 sequence sets (with the Code 13 ranks 2nd

in 4 cases and the Code 10 ranks 2nd in 1 case, each of
these 5 cases is also shown in Table 4 on the row fol-
lowing that of the top performer). (b) The window
length of 9 bases yields 7 top classifications; the window
length of 15 bases yields 2 top classifications; and for
the window length equals to the sequence length, 4 top
classifications are obtained. (c) The Tc thresholding
yields 8 top classifications; followed by the Tp threshold-
ing which yields 5 top classifications. In general, top
classifications can often be achieved by the Code 13,
using WL = 9 bases and Tp thresholding for SL = 50 to
450 bases; and using WL = 9 bases and Tc thresholding
for SL = 500 to 650 bases.
2.4.2. Classification performance of long sequences
The long sequence group I listed in Table 5 downloaded
from the UCSC Human genome [26-29] consists of the
thirteen long sequence sets ranging from 650 bases to
1250 bases (at intervals of 50 bases) as [650, 700, 750,
800, 850, 900, 950, 1000, 1050, 1100, 1150, 1200, 1250].
For each of the thirteen long sequence sets, the training
sequence numbers are 1 to 3437 and the testing
sequence numbers are 3438 to 4583 with a train/test
ratio of three for both exon and intron sequences within

Figure 6 (a-b) Precision (a, top) and code index (b, bottom) of
top classifications of 13 short sequence sets obtained by best
of Codes 1-16 (dark blue), Code 10 (light blue), Code 13
(yellow), and Code 17 (red).

Figure 7 (a-c) WL index (a, top), threshold index (b, middle),
and threshold values (c, bottom) of top classifications of 13
short sequence sets obtained by best of Codes 1-16 (dark
blue), Code 10 (light blue), Code 13 (yellow), and Code 17
(red).

Table 4 Code (Figure 6b, bottom), WL (bases) (Figure 7a,
top), threshold method (Figure 7b, middle), and
precision (%) (Figure 6a, top) of top classifications of 13
short sequence sets

SL Code WL Threshold Precision

50 17 9 Tc 67.5412

50 13 9 Tp -

100 13 9 Tp 73.2234

150 17 150 Tc 76.8066

150 10 150 Tm -

200 17 200 Tc 77.8411

200 13 9 Tc -

250 13 9 Tp 79.1004

300 17 300 Tc 83.8231

300 13 300 Tp -

350 13 9 Tp 84.1829

400 13 9 Tp 84.2579

450 13 15 Tp 84.3628

500 13 9 Tc 86.2519

550 17 550 Tc 89.1604

550 13 9 Tc -

600 13 9 Tc 89.7151

650 13 15 Tc 91.2744
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a set. Each of the thirteen sequence sets is trained and
tested using a combination of sixteen numerical repre-
sentations, four window lengths, and four threshold
values (Tm, Tp, Tc, and T4). The top classification results
of Codes 1-16 are compared to those obtained by the
Code 17 [17] (as described in Section 2.1). Figures 8(a-
b) and 9 (a-c) plots the top classifications obtained
using each of the thirteen untrained sub-sets consisting
of 1146 exon sequences and 1146 intron sequences of
the long sequence group I. The notations and explana-
tions of Figures 6(a-b) and 7 (a-c) regarding the short
sequence set I in Table 3 apply to Figures 8(a-b) and 9
(a-c) which display the corresponding results of the long
sequence set I in Table 5.
The classification performance shown in Figures 8(a-

b) and 9 (a-c) and summarized in Table 6 indicates that
for the thirteen long sequence sets: (a) The top perfor-
mer for the thirteen sequence sets is the Code 13,
except for SL = 1100 bases in which the Code 1 (with
WL = 24 bases and T4 thresholding) is marginally
higher than that of the Code 13 (with WL = 9 bases

and Tp thresholding as shown in Table 6 on the row fol-
lowing that of the top performer). (b) The window
length of 9 bases yields 5 top classifications; the window
length of 15 bases yields 4 top classifications; and for
window length equals to 24 bases, 3 top classifications
are obtained. (c) The Tp thresholding yields 6 top classi-
fications; followed by the T4 thresholding which yields 4
top classifications; and the Tc thresholding which yields
3 top classifications. In general, top classifications are
achievable often using a combination of the Code 13,
WL = 9 bases, and Tp thresholding.

Table 5 UCSC Human genome consisting of 2 long
sequence groups

Long sequence group I Long sequence group II

SL Type Number SL Type Number

650 Exon 13340 690 Exon 35

Intron 452529 Intron 178

700 Exon 12103 720 Exon 25

Intron 443645 Intron 205

750 Exon 11075 780 Exon 37

Intron 434145 Intron 191

800 Exon 10132 810 Exon 26

Intron 425427 Intron 125

850 Exon 9312 870 Exon 5

Intron 417108 Intron 119

900 Exon 8587 930 Exon 42

Intron 409022 Intron 177

950 Exon 7608 990 Exon 24

Intron 401490 Intron 110

1000 Exon 6846 1020 Exon 14

Intron 393725 Intron 217

1050 Exon 6340 1080 Exon 31

Intron 385722 Intron 143

1100 Exon 5726 1110 Exon 12

Intron 378374 Intron 160

1150 Exon 5276 1170 Exon 12

Intron 371372 Intron 174

1200 Exon 4953 1230 Exon 14

Intron 364598 Intron 106

1250 Exon 4583

Intron 357831

Clade: Mammal. Genome: Human. Assembly: Feb. 2009 (GRCh37/hg19). Group:
Genes and Gene Prediction Tracks. Track: UCSC Genes. Table: knownGene.

Figure 8 (a-b) Precision (a, top) and code index (b, bottom) of
top classifications of 13 long sequence sets obtained by best
of Codes 1-16 (dark blue), Code 10 (light blue), Code 13
(yellow), and Code 17 (red).

Figure 9 (a-c) WL index (a, top), threshold index (b, middle),
and threshold value (c, bottom) of top classifications of 13
long sequence sets obtained by best of Codes 1-16 (dark
blue), Code 10 (light blue), Code 13 (yellow), and Code 17
(red).
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2.4.3. Speed performance
In this article, the DFT-based spectral analysis of a
numerical sequence is computed using the FFT. In gen-
eral, the computational complexity of a 4-sequence
numerical representation (such as the Voss representa-
tion [17]) is always four times that of a 1-sequence
numerical representation if either windowing or non-
windowing is used in the comparison. The FFT compu-
tational complexity for a numerical sequence of length L
is L × log2(L) and for a windowed sequence of WL = N
is N × log2(N). As each consecutive window is right-
shifted by three bases, the number of windows NW = 1
+ fix((L-N)/3) where fix(X) rounds the elements of X to
the nearest integer. For a non-windowed 4-sequence
numerical representation of SL = L, the computational
complexity is 4L × log2(L) whereas for a windowed 1-
sequence numerical representation of SL = L, the com-
putational complexity is NW × N × log2(N). The ratio
of 4L × log2(L) over NW × N × log2(N) gives a speed
improvement ratio. A plot of the speed improvement
ratio against SL for WL = [9,15,24] bases is shown in
Figure 10. As seen from Figure 10, it can be observed
that a windowed 1-sequence representation with WL =
[9,15,24] bases offers a possible speed advantage over a
non-windowed 4-sequence representation and the speed
improvements increases as SL increases. Also shown in
Figure 10, for WL = SL, N = L, the speed improvement
ratio is four.

2.5. Interpolated winner threshold value
With the use of the winner threshold value described in
Section 2.3, a top precision for an unknown nucleotide
sequence of length equals to any of the thirteen long or

short sequence sets can be obtained. However, if the
length of an unknown nucleotide sequence is neither
any of the thirteen short sequence sets nor any of the
thirteen long sequence set, an interpolated winner
threshold value can be determined as described in this
section. For illustration, let us consider the K-Quatern-
ary Code I but the interpolated winner threshold metho-
dology also applies to other numerical representations.
For a set of exon and intron training sequences, the
winner threshold value, Tw(P3), is first chosen among
the three threshold values, Tm(P3), Tp(P3), and Tc(P3)
that yields a top precision during testing. For each win-
dow length, the winner threshold value, Tw(P3), versus
sequence length of the set of thirteen short sequences
with SL = 50 to 650 bases is plotted in Figure 11 and
similarly in Figure 12 for the set of thirteen long
sequences with SL = 650 to 1250 bases. From Figures
11 and 12, given an unknown nucleotide sequence of
arbitrary length (within the length of trained sequences),
an interpolated winner threshold value, Ti(P3), at any of
the four specified window lengths can be obtained.
Using an interpolated winner threshold value, Ti(P3), if
the unknown nucleotide sequence has a period-3 power
spectral value greater than or equal Ti(P3), the unknown
nucleotide sequence is classified as an exon sequence;
otherwise it is classified as an intron sequence.
2.5.1. Short sequences
For each WL, an interpolated threshold value for an
arbitrary sequence length can be estimated using cubic
spline interpolation from the corresponding discrete
winner threshold values shown in Figure 11. For each of
the four WL, the interpolated threshold values and the
corresponding precisions obtained on testing each of the
twelve untrained sequence sets (under the short

Table 6 Code (Figure 8b, bottom), WL (bases) (Figure 9a,
top), threshold method (Figure 9b, middle), and
precision (%) (Figure 8a, top) of top classifications of 13
long sequence sets

SL Code WL Threshold Precision

650 13 15 Tc 90.1396

700 13 9 Tc 90.4014

750 13 24 T4 91.2304

800 13 15 T4 92.8447

850 13 15 T4 93.2810

900 13 9 Tp 92.4084

950 13 9 Tp 92.4520

1000 13 24 Tp 91.7103

1050 13 15 Tp 92.1902

1100 1 24 T4 93.5428

1100 13 9 Tp -

1150 13 9 Tp 94.6771

1200 13 1200 Tc 94.9825

1250 13 9 Tp 94.9825

Figure 10 Speed improvement ratio of 1-sequence
representation over 4-sequence representation for window
length = 9, 15, 24, SL bases in FFT spectral analysis.
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sequence group II of Table 3) of sequence lengths [90,
120, 180, 210, 270, 330, 390, 420, 480, 510, 570, 630]
bases, are displayed in Figures 13 and 14 using thin red
bars. For comparison, the winner threshold values and
the corresponding precisions of the thirteen short
sequence sets for each of the four WL are displayed in
Figures 13 and 14 using thick blue bars. From Figures
13 and 14, it can be observed that the interpolated win-
ner threshold values and their precisions perform well
and follow the general trends.
2.5.2. Long sequences
In a similar manner to the short sequence sets, for each
WL, an interpolated winner threshold value for an arbi-
trary sequence length can be determined using cubic
spline interpolation from the corresponding discrete
winner threshold values of the thirteen long sequence
sets shown in Figure 12. For each of the four WL,

twelve untrained sequence sets (under the long
sequence group II of Table 5) of sequence lengths [690,
720, 780, 810, 870, 930, 990, 1020, 1080, 1110, 1170,
1230] bases are tested, the interpolated winner threshold
values and the corresponding precisions obtained are
displayed in Figures 15 and 16 using thin red bars. For
comparison, the winner threshold values and the corre-
sponding precisions for each of the four WL of the thir-
teen long sequence sets are displayed in Figures 15 and
16 using thick blue bars. From Figures 15 and 16, it can
be observed that the interpolated winner threshold

Figure 11 Winner threshold value Tw(P3) versus SL of 13 short
sequence sets with WL = 9, 15, 24, SL bases using K-
Quaternary Code I.

Figure 12 Winner threshold value Tw(P3) versus SL of 13 long
sequence sets with WL = 9, 15, 24, SL bases using K-
Quaternary Code I.

Figure 13 Interpolated winner threshold values (thin red bar)
of 12 untrained short sequence sets obtained from winner
threshold values (thick blue bar) of 13 short sequence sets
using K-Quaternary Code I.

Figure 14 Precisions (thin red bar) of 12 untrained short
sequence sets (obtained using interpolated winner threshold
values) versus precisions (thick blue bar) of 13 short sequence
sets (obtained using winner threshold values), both using K-
Quaternary Code I.
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values and their precisions work well and follow the
general trends.

2.6. Classification performances of 12 organisms
To demonstrate the efficiency of the numerical repre-
sentations and thresholding methods when applied to
other model organisms, the UCSC genomes [26-29] of
twelve organisms (including the human) listed in Table
7 are tested. Each of the genomes of the twelve organ-
isms is trained and tested with identical SL of 300 bases,
four window lengths, and four threshold values, the
results are compared based on the best of the Codes 1-

16 (dark blue), the Code 10 (light blue), the Code 13
(yellow), and the Code 17 (red) [17] (as described in
Section 2.1) as shown in Figures 17-18. For the twelve
organisms, Figures 17(a-b) plot precision (a, top) and
the corresponding code index (b, bottom); and Figure
18(a-c) plot window length index (a, top), threshold
index (b, middle), and threshold value (c, bottom) of the
top classifications obtained. The results summarized in
Table 8 indicate that top classifications are obtained by
the Code 13 in seven organisms; followed by the Code
17 with four top classifications (with the Code 13 ranks
2nd in 2 cases and the Code 10 ranks 2nd in 1 case, each
of these 3 cases is shown in Table 8 on the row follow-
ing that of the top performer); and the Code 6 with one
top classification. The results also indicate that the Code
13 with (a) WL = 24 bases and Tp thresholding is the
top choice for organisms 1, 3, 4; (b) WL = 24 bases and
T4 thresholding is the top choice for organism 7; (c)
WL = 15 bases and Tc thresholding is the top choice for
organisms 11 and 12; and (d) WL = 300 bases and Tm

thresholding is the top choice for organism 2.

3. Discussion
In this article, the ability of the K-Quaternary Code I
(the Code 13) through the use of the discrete Fourier
transform to capture the periodicities of an exon
sequence or an intron sequence across the entire spec-
trum at a resolution defined by the window length is
shown in Figures 3 and 4. Such a spectral tracking abil-
ity is shared among all of the sixteen numerical repre-
sentations. As seen from Figures 3 and 4, there are
three prominent peaks located at frequency equal to 0,
2π/3, and 4π/3. The peak at 2π/3 corresponds to the
period-3 power spectral value, and the peak at 0 corre-
sponds to the power spectral value at DC which usually
exhibits the highest value within a spectrum. The power
spectral values at other frequencies are lower and differ-
ent but all serve to reflect their actual power spectral
properties across the spectrum. For the Codes 9-16,
their numerical represented sequences x[n] are complex;
therefore, DFT spectrum shows non-symmetrical peaks
at frequency equal to 2π/3 and 4π/3. However, for the
Codes 1-8 in which their numerical represented
sequences x[n] are real and therefore symmetrical peaks
at frequency equal to 2π/3 and 4π/3 are obtained from
DFT analysis.
The interpolated winner threshold values, Ti(P3), and

their corresponding precisions shown in Figures 13 and
14 for short sequences, and in Figures 15 and 16 for
long sequences of the human genome indicate that Ti

(P3) obtained using cubic spline interpolation from
either Figure 11 or Figure 12 can yield a similar preci-
sion as compared to that of the winner threshold value,
Tw(P3), of its nearby SL. It should be noted that each of

Figure 15 Interpolated winner threshold values (thin red bar)
of 12 untrained long sequence sets obtained from winner
threshold values (thick blue bar) of 13 long sequence sets
using K-Quaternary Code I.

Figure 16 Precisions (thin red bar) of 12 untrained long
sequence sets (obtained using interpolated winner threshold
values) versus precisions (thick blue bar) of 13 long sequence
sets (obtained using winner threshold values), both using K-
Quaternary Code I.
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Tm(P3), Tp(P3), and Tc(P3) required to determine Tw(P3)
has to be computed directly from the training portion of
each short/long sequence set whereas Ti(P3) requires
minimal computation but can achieve a comparable
precision.
Given an unknown human nucleotide sequence of an

arbitrary length L, if L is equal to the length of any of

the thirteen short sequence sets or any of the thirteen
long sequence sets, the choice of a suitable set of code,
WL, and threshold can be obtained as a table-look-up
from either Table 4 or 6. If L is not equal to the length
of any of these thirteen short or long sequence sets, the
closest SL, its code, and WL can also be obtained from
either Table 4 or 6. For the latter case, once the code

Table 7 UCSC genome of 12 organisms

OG Clade Genome Assembly Track Table Type Number

1 Mammal Human Feb. 2009 (GRCh37/hg19) UCSC Genes knownGene Exon
Intron

35685
532489

2 Mammal Mouse July 2007 (NCBI37/mm9) UCSC Genes knownGene Exon
Intron

27452
43041

3 Mammal Pig Nov. 2009 (SGSC Sscrofa9.2/susScr2) Ensembl Genes ensGene Exon
Intron

11499
113946

4 Vertebrate Chicken May 2006 (WUGSC 2.1/galGal3) Ensembl Genes ensGene Exon
Intron

12045
57770

5 Vertebrate Zebrafish Jul. 2010 (Zv9/danRer7) RefSeq Genes refGene Exon
Intron

7838
78776

6 Deuterostome C. intestinalis Mar. 2005 (JGI 2.1/ci2) Ensembl Genes ensGene Exon
Intron

7360
86885

7 Deuterostome S. purpuratus Sep. 2006 (Baylor 2.1/strPur2) Other RefSeq xenoRefGene Exon
Intron

4888
193451

8 Insect D. melanogaster Apr. 2006 (BDGP R5/dm3) RefSeq Genes refGene Exon
Intron

37925
35403

9 Insect A. mellifera Jan. 2005 (Baylor 2.0/apiMel2) Ensembl Genes ensGene Exon
Intron

21827
47605

10 Nematode C. elegans May 2008 (WS190/ce6) RefSeq Genes refGene Exon
Intron

25360
37359

11 Nematode C. japonica Mar. 2008 (WUGSC 3.0.2/caeJap1) Other RefSeq xenoRefGene Exon
Intron

7978
30958

12 Other Sea hare Sept. 2008 (Broad 2.0/aplCal1) Other RefSeq xenoRefGene Exon
Intron

6914
431792

Group: Genes and Gene Prediction Tracks. SL = 300 bases.

Figure 17 (a-b) Precision (a, top) and code index (b, bottom) of
top classifications of 12 organisms obtained by best of Codes
1-16 (dark blue), Code 10 (light blue), Code 13 (yellow), and
Code 17 (red).

Figure 18 (a-c) WL index (a, top), threshold index (b, middle),
and threshold value (c, bottom) of top classifications of 12
organisms obtained by best of Codes 1-16 (dark blue), Code
10 (light blue), Code 13 (yellow), and Code 17 (red).
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and WL are determined, its threshold value can then be
determined using the interpolated winner threshold
described in Section 2.5. Besides the human genome,
the methodologies described in this article can be
applied to the genome of other model organisms as veri-
fied by the results shown in Figures 17(a-b) and 18 (a-c)
and Tables 7 and 8.

4. Conclusions
In this article, two methods for determining threshold
values have been defined, and together with the cumula-
tive distribution threshold value, determine the winner
threshold value for classifying an unknown nucleotide
sequence of a fixed length. An interpolated winner
threshold value has also been introduced to classify an
unknown nucleotide sequence of an arbitrary length
with a comparable performance to that obtained by the
winner threshold value of its nearby SL (in classifying
an unknown nucleotide sequence of a fixed length). In
general, precision increases as sequence length increases,
and classification performance depends on a suitable
choice of numerical representation and window length.
Sixteen 1-sequence numerical representations have been
presented and compared to classify untrained exon and
intron sequences in the spectral domain, in which the
K-Quaternary Code I yields attractive performance.
When comparing each of the sixteen windowed 1-
sequence numerical representations using WL =
[9,15,24] bases to a non-windowed 4-sequence numeri-
cal representation (such as the Voss representation), the
speed improvement ratio increases as SL increases
which favours long nucleotide sequence analysis. The

results obtained indicate the methodologies introduced
in this article for exon and intron sequence classification
are applicable to the genomes of the human and other
model organisms. Overall, the study has developed
novel methodologies in numerical representation for
improved nucleotide to numeric mapping, spectral ana-
lysis for effective period-3 spectral value computation,
and thresholding for more accurate classification of
unknown exon and intron sequences of fixed and arbi-
trary length.
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